**Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory**
**Facility Advanced Microscopy (FAM)**

### LBNL users (updated Oct 1, 2018)

#### Cytometers
- **BD FACSCalibur**: $29.00/hr
- **BD FACSaria**: $29.00/hr
- **Operator Assisted**: $120.00/hr (additional charge to above)

#### Microscopes
- **ZeissAxiovert119**: $29.00/hr
- **Zeiss LSM710-1**: $29.00/hr
- **Zeiss LSM710-2**: $29.00/hr
- **Other Microscopes**: $29.00/hr
- **Operator Assisted**: $120.00/hr (additional charge to above)

Training on equipment will be 1 hour of “operated assisted” use plus 2 hours of machine time.

**Training cost for Microscopes, FACS Calibur and FACS Aria is ($120 + (2 x $29)) = $178.**

### Non-LBNL users (updated Oct 1, 2018)

#### Cytometers
- **BD FACSCalibur**: $31.00/hr
- **Operator Assisted**: $150.00/hr (additional charge to above)

#### BD FACSaria
- **Operator Assisted**: $51.00/hr
- **Operator Assisted**: $170.00/hr (additional charge to above)

#### Microscopes
- **ZeissAxiovert119**: $31.00/hr
- **Zeiss LSM710-1**: $31.00/hr
- **Zeiss LSM710-2**: $31.00/hr
- **Other Microscopes**: $31.00/hr
- **Operator Assisted**: $150.00/hr (additional charge to above)

Training on equipment will be 1 hour of “operated assisted” use plus 2 hours of machine time.

**Training cost for FACS Calibur and LSM microscope is ($150 + (2 x $31)) = $212.**
**Training cost for FACS Aria is ($170 + (2 x $51)) = $272.**